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Abstract—While performance is one of the most important attributes of computation intensive systems such as complex event processing, it is essential to success of mobile devices and embedded systems, in which providing seamless experience to end users is of utmost importance. In this paper, we present a framework we designed to assess AspectJ performance both in desktop and mobile settings. We applied this framework to measure the performance of the current AspectJ version and to provide a comparison with its older versions. One of the important findings is that while in desktop settings vast aspect application does not generate significantly bigger performance overhead than their scarce application, in mobile devices it does, so it pays off to apply aspects rather to a small number of high time complexity methods than to a large number of low time complexity methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aspect-oriented programming makes possible to separate concerns that otherwise would be entangled. Although it can be used right from the start of the software development process, it is more popular as a way of introducing changes into existing applications without having to change the existing code [1, 2]. However, the benefits of using aspect-oriented programming and AspectJ as a reference aspect-oriented language [3] have always been overshadowed by impaired performance.

While performance is one of the most important attributes of computation intensive systems such as complex event processing [4, 5], it is essential to success of mobile devices and embedded systems, in which providing seamless experience to end users is of utmost importance. Applications written with performance in mind are also eco-friendly since they utilize CPU cycles better, thus reducing energy consumption.

In this paper, we propose a framework we designed to assess AspectJ performance both in desktop and mobile settings. We applied this framework to measure the performance of the current AspectJ version and to provide a comparison with its older versions.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents an overview of selected approaches to measuring AspectJ performance. Section III presents our measuring framework. In Section IV the performance measurement results are provided and discussed. Section V concludes the paper.

II. SELECTED APPROACHES TO MEASURING ASPECTJ PERFORMANCE

The performance of aspect-oriented programming implementation is one of the most important indicators of approach maturity and readiness for production usage. AspectJ and its performance has been discussed in hundreds of papers. However, on a closer look, it is quite surprising that most of them lack concrete figures. Put in other words, the ratio of the papers just discussing performance and papers providing actual performance measurements and results is very small. The creators of AspectWerkz\(^1\) framework have conducted one such measurement in December 2004 [6]. They focused on the comparison of existing approaches to aspect-oriented programming with the goal to identify advice or interceptor overhead. While in AspectJ the overhead ranged from 10 to 50 ns (with exception of the after throwing advice with the overhead of 3009 ns), Spring AOP exhibited the overhead from 275 to 445 ns.

Another interesting approach to measuring AspectJ performance overhead was introduced by Dufour et al. [7]. The proposed solution consists of introducing new metrics for capturing dynamic behavior of AspectJ applications. They also provided tools to capture and evaluate these metrics:

- A modified version of AspectJ compiler that was able to tag bytecode instructions and determine the cause of their generation (e.g., if the instruction was generated by an aspect intrusion or not)
- A modified version of the *J dynamic metrics collection tool composed of a JVMPI-based\(^2\) generator and analyzer that propagates the tags and computes new proposed metrics

In addition to the above mentioned contributions, their work also contained a set of benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the AspectJ framework.

Avgustinov et al. [8] focused on optimizing a code generation strategy to increase the overall AspectJ performance. They addressed several issues. One of them was the compilation of the around advice, which is a very challenging task. Avgustinov et al. proposed a new compilation strategy that avoids previously used approaches, such as the usage of excessive inlining and closures. As shown in the benchmark results provided in the paper, the proposed approach leads to performance improvements. It was later accepted by AspectJ developers and integrated into the ajc compiler (version 1.2.1). Another issue was the optimization of the cflow pointcut. As stated by Avgustinov et al., previously used techniques were costly both in terms of space and time, so they introduced new techniques to minimize the overhead and improve the cflow pointcut performance. Also, Avgustinov et al. addressed the issue of structuring and optimizing compiler so that traditional analyses can be easily adapted to the aspect-oriented programming setting.

Of course, a great optimization effort has been conducted by the developers of the AspectJ language themselves. Many minor releases of AspectJ were actually aimed at performance improvements and introduced no new features. A particularly interesting area of optimization is the load time weaving. In

\(^1\) http://aspectwerkz.codehaus.org/

\(^2\) JVMPI – Java Virtual Machine Profiling Interface
AspectJ version 1.6.7, load time weaving performance improvements were introduced. The source of improvements was mostly the optimization of include/exclude patterns, several of which have been optimized [9]: the exact name pattern (e.g., com.foo.Bar), trailing suffix (e.g., *Bar), types not included in the default package containing a string, and any type pattern (*). This significantly improved the startup time and heap usage.

III. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

AspectJ is an open-source project maintained by the Eclipse Foundation. AspectJ is actually an extension to the Java programming language as any legal Java program is also a legal AspectJ program.

Due to the very specific nature of AspectJ and aspect-oriented programming in general it is not easy to choose an adequate approach to measure AspectJ performance. We decided to take an AspectJ developer perspective concerned with the exact performance overhead that may be expected from using aspects in order to make a qualified decision whether to apply aspects or not in each particular case.

To provide as exact as possible overhead prediction, we created ten tests that are focused on different aspects of Java:

- Ackermann function calculation
- Fibonacci sequence calculation (branching recursion)
- Large matrix computation (matrix operations)
- Nested loop execution (loop handling)
- Random generation of double numbers (random generation)
- Prime numbers calculation (arithmetic operations)
- Vast string concatenation (working with string values)
- Read of a long text file (working with I/O)
- Quicksort algorithm (sorting)
- Object instantiation (memory allocation)

Of course, the performance overhead of using AspectJ depends on the extent of aspect usage. In other words, it seems logical that the bigger the number of methods wrapped by aspects, the greater the performance overhead will be. To answer this question, we measured the overhead in two types of aspect application:

- Coarse-grained application, in which only the operations of high time complexity are being affected by aspects
- Fine-grained application, in which many calls to the operations of low time complexity are being affected by aspects, too

The tests are assembled into an AspectJ performance measurement framework. Our framework targets all three basic advice types: around, before, and after. The performance overhead is also introduced by the code generated and executed in advices themselves. However, this overhead is not important for the evaluation of general performance cost of aspect usage. Thus, the advices used in our framework are empty.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The tests introduced in the previous section were conducted a million times to minimize the error rate of measurement methods. The target of measurement is the duration or the time cost of introducing aspects into a Java application. To measure this cost, we used standard measurement methods from the Java API, and the System.nanoTime() method in particular. The problem with using this method can be best expressed by quoting the documentation: “This method provides nanosecond precision, but not necessarily nanosecond resolution (that is, how frequently the value changes)—no guarantees are made except that the resolution is at least as good as that of currentTimeMillis().” This problem can be eliminated by conducting a big number of tests. Of course, we cannot eliminate these inconsistencies completely, so our results inevitably embrace some inaccuracy. All the results introduced here were normalized.

A. Desktop Setting

The first tests were conducted on AspectJ 1.8.4. We focused on determining the cost of the before, after, and around advice. The data can be seen in Fig. 1. It can be clearly seen that the around advice is the one that adds the most performance overhead to the target application. This trend can be seen almost in all tests from our framework. Another observation is that the before advice adds slightly less performance overhead than the after advice.

![Fig. 1. The normalized measurement results for the after, before and around advice, as well as for code with no aspects.](http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/System.html#nanoTime())
In the next phase of testing, we have focused on the overall performance improvements of AspectJ during its history. For these purposes, we have chosen the around advice, because since its usage adds the most significant performance overhead, the difference among AspectJ versions would be more visible. We tested AspectJ versions 1.5.0, 1.6.0, 1.6.7, 1.6.13, 1.7.4, and 1.8.4. As can be seen in Fig. 2, over time the AspectJ performance overhead had a decreasing tendency. Despite our great effort to minimize the error in measurements, we can clearly see that the results exhibit some inaccuracy, such as a newer versions performing slightly worse than an older version or a no aspects case performing worse than one with aspects.

We made a set of measurements aimed at differentiating the overhead generated by coarse-grained and fine-grained aspect application. The results can be seen in Fig. 3. This test provided probably the most surprising results. We expected fine-grained aspect application tests to generate much bigger overhead than the coarse-grained ones. These expectations were not met and as we can clearly see the overhead, while it is clearly present, is in general not that significant even in fine-grained tests.

B. Android Setting

We repeated the measurements on an Android mobile device with the ART virtual machine (a Java virtual machine type) with a clean Android installation (5.0.1). The original test suite had to be slightly altered for performance reasons. For example, we had to omit the test with the reading of a long test file. Again, measurement results were normalized. As can be seen in Fig. 4, while a rich use of aspects in code on desktop devices (devices with much higher computational capacity and resources) did not cause significant performance overhead, the situation is different on mobile devices. Especially in tests with recursion (Ack, Fib) or tests with vast number of method calls (nested loop, instantiation) the rich use of aspects can cause dramatic performance overhead.

V. RELATED WORK

As has been pointed out in Section II, there is a lack of research providing concrete figures regarding performance overhead generated by AspectJ usage. One of early measurements was conducted by the creators of the AspectWerkz aspect-oriented framework in 2004 [6]. However, their approach is more focused on the performance comparison of different aspect-oriented frameworks.

Romanoff and Meyer [10] took a different approach. They measured the difference in performance between pure Java and AspectJ solutions to the set of common problems.

Dufour et al. [7] proposed eight AspectJ benchmarks based on their dynamic metrics. The benchmarks focus on parts of AspectJ not covered by our work, such as performance of inter-type declarations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We conducted a series of performance measurements in AspectJ programming language. For this, we designed a framework that can be used to measure AspectJ performance on both desktop and mobile devices. The framework provides ten different tests each of which aims at capturing different aspects of the Java programming language and by this different situation for the use of aspects. We measured the overhead of all three basic advice types. We also addressed coarse-grained and fine-grained aspect application.

Fig. 2. Overhead in AspectJ over time.

Fig. 3. The difference between fine-grained and coarse-grained aspect application.
From the measurement results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- While in desktop settings vast aspect application does not generate significantly bigger performance overhead than their scarce application, in mobile devices it does, so it pays off to apply aspects rather to a small number of high time complexity methods than to a large number of low time complexity methods.

- The before advice generates less performance overhead than the after advice (on both mobile and desktop devices). As it was expected, the around advice generates the biggest performance overhead.

- In the AspectJ evolution, the developers clearly took performance overhead as a serious topic and invested a lot in its improvement. That can be clearly seen in our measurements with different AspectJ versions.

Our performance measurement framework can be applied to forthcoming AspectJ versions, too, so developers can easily track how is performance affected there. The framework can certainly be improved by addressing further AspectJ features, such as control flow pointcut or after returning and after throwing advice. Another direction of further work might be to embrace performance measurement in profiling efforts, in which aspect-oriented programming has already been applied to some extent [11].
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